With in-stock knives and accessories for more than 200 different models and over 280 individual blade items, chances are ASKO has your knife ready to ship today. ASKO also stocks accessories including knife bolts, shims, piercing tips, wear plates and other items.

ASKO produces blades for every model shear on the market and stocks blades for the following shear producers:

- Al-Jon
- Allied Gator
- Bonfiglioli
- Canton
- Colmar
- Constellation
- D&K
- Dudley
- Enterprise
- Genesis
- Harris
- IPS
- Kinshofer
- KRB
- LaBounty
- Lefort
- Lindemann
- Logemann
- Lollini
- MAC
- Marathon
- Nexgen
- McIntyre
- Moros
- Mosely
- NPK
- Pemberton
- Richards
- Selco
- Sierra idrome
- Vezzani

Don't see what you need? ASKO produces blades to order within a lead-time that meets your requirements. We also custom-manufacture knives for any other mobile or stationary shear in the world. ASKO can even add your custom blades to our stock inventory.

Cut Your Cost! Buy Direct from Asko

ASKO Has Your Shears or Balers

- 100% Made in USA in our South Carolina Plant
- 200 Different Knife Models Always IN STOCK
- Superior Customer Service
- Buy Complete Kit or Individual Knives
- Volume Pricing Programs
- Rapid Response™ Custom Knife Design
- Registered to ISO 9001:2015

Call for an estimate!
877-937-2756
412-461-4110
sales@askoinc.com

www.askoinc.com

501 West Seventh Avenue
Homestead, PA 15120